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Sensors are useful sensitive tools that can detect wide rangw of biological molecules including proteins, peptides, carbohydrates, 
and other important molecules which can function as markers. . There are many differet sensors, physical, chemical, and/or 

biological such as DNA sensor. DNA sensors can be used for predicting, diagnosis and prevention of diseases such as diabetes. 
This is a degenerative disease, which is caused by abnormal levels of glucose on the cell, and it is not easily predictable and/or 
measurable by conventional techniques and/or approaches. Most existing methods to diagnose diabetes are able to only detect 
glucose or insulin otside the levels of predictability of the disese. Therefore, we have deve;oped two effective sensitive DNA 
sensors, for detecting glucose or for insulin in blood, instantly (US patent pending, 2011). (<1 minute), and capable of detecting 
levels of glucose (< 20 mg/dL ) and up to 500 mg/dL, and insulin (0-250 uIU/ml). Thus, these DNA sensors are more sensitive than 
those conventional methods existing in the market. Therefore, they can detect any physiological abnormality related to glucose or 
insulin in patients much earlier than conventional methods, consequently, reducing the potential diabetic population. The DNA 
sensors were constructed using a synthetic biology approach. Our genetic building blocks, including glucose promoters, proteins, 
glucose transporter, insulin promoter, and other specific genetic parts, along with sequences of different reporter proteins, and 
ribosomal binding sites, were constructed within two different yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) biobricks, thus obtaining a 
two yeast sensor devices. The DNA sensors were tested in vitro and in vivo in blood samples from patients. . The results were 
comparable with commercially available methods such as gold standard or clinical methods currently.
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